Celebrating 25 years…

http://chapter.aapm.org/camps/

• Dr. Robert Schulz, one of CAMPS’ founders, originally suggested the chapter’s name be: Connecticut Radiological and Medical Physics Society. The idea was voted down secondary to its acronym (CRAMPS).

• The great majority of previous meetings were held at the 146-year old Vanney Silverstein Inn in Wallingford, CT. In 2007 the inn caught fire and ended the tradition. All meetings are currently held at cancer centers and other points of interest across the state.

• Connecticut hosted the 1995 AAPM Summer School, “Physics of CT and Ultrasound,” at Connecticut College in New London, CT.

• Former CAMPS President, Dr. Geoffrey Ibbott, served as AAPM President in 1999.

• CAMPS member, Dr. Ravinder Nath, served as AAPM President in 1994 and was a recipient of the 2001 William D. Coolidge Award.

• Current membership includes 8 AAPM/ACMP Fellows: Gene Cardarelli, PhD, Zhe (Jay) Chen, PhD, Lisa Goldman, MS, Per Halvorsen, MS, Herbert Hower, ScD, Ravinder Nath, PhD, Robert Rice, MS, Ellen Wilcox, PhD.

Typical Meeting Demographics
(Attendance~40-50)

- Physical
- Generalist
- Student
- BT
- ND

Date Location Speakers Topics

March, 2013
Manchester, CT
David Vennes, PhD, Sc.D.
Cancer Risks From CT Scans: How do we use this data, what next?

November, 2012
New Haven, CT
Ellen Wilcox, PhD
Response to an increasing focus on reducing medical errors and validating professional competence.

May, 2012
New Haven, CT
Douglas Boccuzzi, M.S.
The Green Revolution: Massachusetts General Hospital’s Conversion to Electronic Medical Records.

March, 2012
Hartford, CT
Jun Deng, PhD
A Single-Isocenter Multi-segment Conformal Arc Technique for Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT)

November, 2011
Manchester, CT
Mark Belanich, PhD
Three-dimensional Emission Tomography Guidance for International Ablative Radiotherapy (IART)

March, 2011
New Haven, CT
George Pavlonnis, PhD
Reliability Study of TPS Outputs for the Treatment of Bone Metastases

June, 2010
Manchester, CT
Maureen Vagnini
The Role of the AAPM in the Development of Accurate Treatment Planning Parameters

March, 2010
New Haven, CT
Dr. Jun Deng, Ph.D.
Three-dimensional Intensity Modulated Brachytherapy (IMBT): Dosimetry Algorithm and Inverse Treatment Planning

November, 2009
New Haven, CT
Holly M. Lincoln, M.S.
A Single Isocenter Multi-Segment Conformal Arc Technique for Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT)

March, 2009
New Haven, CT
John Kim, B.A.
Making High-Tech Radiotherapy Safe

November, 2008
New Hartford, CT
Holly M. Lincoln, M.S.
AAPM Fellow and Radiation QA

March, 2008
New Haven, CT
Morgan Griffin
Road to Tomotherapy

November, 2007
New Haven, CT
Brian Napolitano, BS
Current Officers

Date Location Speakers Topics

November, 2017
New Haven, CT
Morgan Griffin, PhD, Saiful M. Huq, Ph.D.
Close the Gap: Evaluating Comprehensive Acquisition and Delivery of Image Guidance for Image-Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT)

April, 2017
Manchester, CT
Harald Paganetti, PhD
A Single-Isocenter Multi-segment Conformal Arc Technique for Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT)

March, 2017
New Haven, CT
Robert F. Hoffman, M.S.
Planning Board Meeting

January, 2017
Manchester, CT
Morgan Griffin, PhD
Implementing Catalantic 2.0 and Modified Catalogue Criteria for IGRT QA

January, 2017
Manchester, CT
Robert F. Hoffman, M.S.
Implementing Catalantic 2.0 and Modified Catalogue Criteria for IGRT QA

January, 2017
Manchester, CT
Morgan Griffin, PhD
Implementing Catalantic 2.0 and Modified Catalogue Criteria for IGRT QA

November, 2016
Manchester, CT
John Kim, B.A.
Radiological and Medical Physics Society. The idea was voted down secondary to its acronym (CRAMPS)

October, 2016
Manchester, CT
Holly M. Lincoln, M.S.
Cancer Risks from CT Scans: How do we use this data, what next?

September, 2016
Manchester, CT
Margaret Willard
Implementing Catalantic 2.0 and Modified Catalogue Criteria for IGRT QA